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Safe Harbor
This presentation and the accompanying oral presentation have been prepared by Datadog, Inc. (“Datadog” or the “company”) for informational purposes only and not for any 
other purpose. Nothing contained in this presentation is, or should be construed as, a recommendation, promise or representation by the presenter or Datadog or any officer, 
director, employee, agent or advisor of Datadog. This presentation does not purport to be all-inclusive or to contain all of the information you may desire. Information provided 
in this presentation speaks only as of the date hereof, unless otherwise indicated.  

This presentation and accompanying oral presentation contain “forward-looking” statements, as that term is defined under the federal securities laws, including but not limited 
to statements regarding Datadog’s strategy, product and platform capabilities, our investments in research and development and go-to-market, the growth in and ability to 
capitalize on long-term market opportunities including the pace and scope of cloud migration and digital transformation, the potential size of the cloud, observability and cloud 
security markets, and Datadog’s future financial performance in particular the goals presented in the section “Forward looking financials” in this presentation. These 
forward-looking statements are based on Datadog’s current assumptions, expectations and beliefs and are subject to substantial risks, uncertainties, assumptions and 
changes in circumstances that may cause Datadog’s actual results, performance or achievements to differ materially from those expressed or implied in any forward-looking 
statement.

The risks and uncertainties referred to above include, but are not limited to (1) our recent rapid growth may not be indicative of our future growth; (2) our history of operating 
losses; (3) our limited operating history; (4) our dependence on existing customers purchasing additional subscriptions and products from us and renewing their 
subscriptions; (5) our ability to attract new customers; (6) our ability to effectively develop and expand our sales and marketing capabilities; (7) risk of a security breach; (8) 
risk of interruptions or performance problems associated with our products and platform capabilities; (9) our ability to adapt and respond to rapidly changing technology or 
customer needs; (10) the competitive markets in which we participate; (11) risks associated with successfully managing our growth; and (12) general market, political, 
economic, and business conditions including concerns about reduced economic growth and associated decreases in information technology spending. These risks and 
uncertainties are more fully described in our filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), including in the section entitled “Risk Factors” in our Quarterly Report 
on Form 10-Q for the quarter ended September 30, 2023, filed with the SEC on November 7, 2023. Additional information will be made available in our Annual Report on Form 
10-K for the year ended December 31, 2023 and other filings and reports that we may file from time to time with the SEC. Moreover, we operate in a very competitive and 
rapidly changing environment. New risks emerge from time to time. It is not possible for our management to predict all risks, nor can we assess the impact of all factors on 
our business or the extent to which any factor, or combination of factors, may cause actual results to differ materially from those contained in any forward-looking statements 
we may make. In light of these risks, uncertainties and assumptions, we cannot guarantee future results, levels of activity, performance, achievements, or events and 
circumstances reflected in the forward-looking statements will occur. Forward-looking statements represent our beliefs and assumptions only as of the date of this 
presentation. We disclaim any obligation to update forward-looking statements.
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1 What problem we solve and how

2 How we think about expanding into new product categories

3 Where we’re going as a company

What I’ll 
cover today



Cloud migration and digital transformation

Gartner Forecast: Public Cloud Services, Worldwide - 2010-2016, 4Q12 Update; 2011-2017, 4Q13 Update; 2012-2018, 4Q14 Update; 2013-2019, 4Q15 Update; 2014-2020, 4Q16 Update; 
2015-2021, 4Q17 Update; 2016-2022, 4Q18 Update; 2017-2023, 4Q19 Update; 2018-2024, 4Q20 Update; 2019-2025, 4Q21 Update; 2020-2026, 4Q22 Update; 2021-2027, 4Q23 Update.. 
Gartner Market Databook - 4Q12 Update; 4Q13 Update; 4Q14 Update; 4Q15 Update; 4Q16 Update; 4Q17 Update; 4Q18 Update; 4Q19 Update; 4Q20 Update; 4Q21 Update;  4Q22 Update; 
4Q23 Update.

Cloud spend continues to grow rapidly

Cloud Spend

Cloud Spend as % 
of Global IT Spend



The problem: an explosion of complexity
Diversity of technologies in use

Frequency of release

Scale in number of computing units

Number of people involved
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Deployed everywhere, used by everyone

Monthly Active Users are users at paying customers, who logged onto the Datadog platform in December of the given year.
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Deployed everywhere, used by everyone

# of Monthly Active Users (MAUs) MAUs per $1M+ ARR CustomerMAUs per Customer

Monthly Active Users are users at paying customers, who logged onto the Datadog platform in December of the given year.



A balanced, Unified Platform

Olivier Pomel, 3Q23 earnings:

“We believe that these ARR 
milestones, and their balance 
across the three pillars of 
observability, demonstrate that 
Datadog is unique within the 
industry in establishing true 
platform value for customers.”

4Q23 $ ARR, 3-pillars

$1.0B

$0.5B

$0B

APM Suite includes core APM, Synthetics, RUM, and Continuous Profiler.



As we’ve expanded, we’ve solved more problems



Our expansion into new categories
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We started in Observability
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We expanded to Cloud Security
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Shifting left
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A LONG-TERM VISION

Closing the loop
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We are a mission-critical part 
of our customer workflows

We were built for this

Advances in AI/ML open 
new doors for problem-solving

We are pure-SaaS and 
platform-first

We have rich, clean, real-time 
data at every layer of the stack



CLOSING THE LOOP

The end-to-end
decision, action, and 
automation platform 

for our customers



Alexis Lê-Quôc
CTO & Co-founder  



AI compounds complexity

Source for this image

Frequency of releases

Diversity of technologies in use

Number of people involved

Scale in number of computing units

Source for Number of large language models: “Challenges and Applications of Large Language Models,” Kaddour, Harris, Mozes, Bradley, Raileanu, McHardy, 2023.
Source for Processing power for next-gen AI use cases: “Deploying Transformers on the Apple Neural Engine,” Apple Machine Learning Research, 2022.

Number of large language models

Processing power for next-gen AI use cases

https://www.unique.ch/en/blog/large-language-models-comparison-uniques-experience


The primacy of data at scale in AI

Model performance

Da
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Impact of AI

• More data for training, fine-tuning & inference

• More compute for inference

• More complexity in software

 Our customers

• Data for training, fine-tuning & inference

• Rich data for training

• Better ability to close the loop

Datadog
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Foundational elements

SaaS Architected 
for scale

Clean, accurate and 
rich data



Enabling data analysis at scale



The most data and the best data



An example: Bits AI



Bits AI answers questions expansively



Bits AI helps you understand faster



Bits AI helps you take action



Datadog brings together data and context
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Datadog brings together data and context

Our customers generate a wide and deep set of data:

How the system is working
• Measurement data

• Configuration data

• Machine status

How things are named and structured
• Service names

• Team names and hierarchy

• Infrastructure hierarchy

What actions are taken
• Process data

• Incident management

• Workflows

How people communicate
• Source code

• Message boards

• Wikis



Investment in innovation

Datadog Non-GAAP R&D $’s (1) Datadog R&D headcount

(1)  Non-GAAP measures. See Appendix for a reconciliation of these non-GAAP measures to the most directly comparable GAAP measures.



Yrieix Garnier
Vice President, Product



Enabling rapid innovation



We built the platform first



“Platform first” lets us build products better and faster



Platform building blocks
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Enabling lean and agile product teams
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Solving problems for customers
~1,900 MAUsEnterprise

(5K+ FTEs)Telecom ~7 yrs 
as customer

Source: Datadog internal analysis.

Before 
Datadog

48With 
Datadog 6 12

Total hours per year

72 12 22

Major incidents per year FTEs per incident Hours per incident

~19,000

~3,500

-33% -50% -45% -82%% reduction



Embedding next-gen AI in our platform



Breaking down silos with our unified platform



Michael Whetten
Vice President, Product



Solving complex problems with the Datadog platform



Infrastructure Monitoring for Operations teams
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Infrastructure Monitoring expansion

Infrastructure containersInfrastructure hosts Serverless functions
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The next problem to solve - application performance



In

Log Management - the next addition to the platform

SREs / DevOps

Developers

Infrastructure Monitoring APM Log Management

SREs / DevOps Developers



Log Management traction

Log Management $ ARR



 

Application performance



User performance



User performance



 

User experience



APM & Digital Experience customer penetration

# of customers adopting

# 
of

 c
us

to
m

er
s

Database Monitoring

Continuous Profiler

Real User Monitoring

Synthetics

Core APM



The Datadog platform

700+ INTEGRATIONS
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 Bits AI  ●  Dashboards  ●  Mobile  ●  Agent  ●  Notebook   ●  OpenTelemetry  ●  Service Catalog  ●  IDE Integrations  ●  ChatOps  ●  SLOs  ●  Case Management

UNIFIED METRICS, LOGS, TRACES

Watchdog 
Insights  ●  Root Cause Analysis  ●  Anomaly Detection  ●  Proactive Alerts  ●  Correlation  ●  Impact Analysis

Cloud Security 
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Customer example

$ ARR, each color represents a different product

~1,100 MAUsEnterprise
(5K+ FTEs)Food & Beverage ~5 yrs 

as customer



Technology
Infrastructure
Applications

Data

People
Users
Teams
Roles

Ownership

Processes & 
Policies

Organizational awareness through Service Management

Configuration
Cost

Access

Audit
Enforce

Alert
Remediate



Closing the Loop and taking action









Prashant Prahlad
Vice President, Product



Problems to solve in security



Securing cloud native applications
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Dev, Sec, Ops: Siloed data with varied tools
Code ShipTest Monitor Operate SecureRun Optimize

SecurityDevelopers Operations

DevSecOps SHARED USE CASES

Identify
security risks in production

Prioritize
security fixes

Collaborate
to resolve security issues
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Application Security Management - securing code

Infrastructure

Data

Applications

Open Source Libraries

Logs

Compute
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APM
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CI Visibility

Workflow Automation

DATADOG PLATFORM
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Cloud Security Management - securing infrastructure
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Cloud SIEM
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Cloud SIEM

DATADOG PLATFORM

Content 
Pack UEBAInvestigator
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Cloud SIEM - log-based threat detection
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DevSecOps SHARED USE CASES

DevSecOps: a collaborative and efficient approach
Code ShipTest Monitor Operate SecureRun Optimize
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DevSecOps: a collaborative and efficient approach
Code ShipTest Monitor Operate SecureRun Optimize

SecurityDevelopers

CLOSING THE LOOP

Workflow Automation, App Builder, Incident Management, Case Management, Service Catalog, Resource Catalog

Operations

DevSecOps SHARED USE CASES

Cloud Security Management Application Security Management Cloud SIEM

    



Why customers choose Datadog for Cloud Security
Datadog enables engineering and security teams to secure their stack without sacrificing speed

Bring in Security with DevSecOps 
Empower larger set of Dev and Ops engineers to secure software they already build and 
observe using Datadog
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Why customers choose Datadog for Cloud Security
Datadog enables engineering and security teams to secure their stack without sacrificing speed

No performance and cost overhead; full context
Unified agent, same integrations, no cost overheads, no performance overheads or 
coverage gaps. Customers get observability context to focus on attacks and 
vulnerabilities that matter.

Bring in Security with DevSecOps 
Empower larger set of Dev and Ops engineers to secure software they already build and 
observe using Datadog

Operationalize security: Close the Loop 
Drive to full remediation with integrations, automation, organizational awareness and 
prioritization of fixes that actually matter



ASM / APM PenetrationCSM / Infra Penetration SIEM / Logs Penetration

14%
of APM customers 
are ASM customers

19%
of Logs customers 

are SIEM customers

8%
of Infrastructure customers 

are CSM customers

Opportunity for growth
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Sean Walters
Chief Revenue Officer



Our key focus is landing new

Revenue per customerDatadog customers Multi-product adoption
% of customers with:

8+ products

6+ products

4+ products

2+ products



Go-to-market meets customers where they are

• Proofs-of-concept
• Proofs-of-value
• Requests-for-proposal
• Multi-business unit contract negotiations

Larger / more traditional customers
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Go-to-market meets customers where they are

• Proofs-of-concept
• Proofs-of-value
• Requests-for-proposal
• Multi-business unit contract negotiations

• Ease of purchase
• Ease of implementation
• Ease of use
• Flexibility preferred over commitment 

• Pre-sales engineers
• Enterprise Customer Success Managers
• Technical Account Managers
• Technical Enablement Managers
• Business Value Assessment
• Premier Support

• Self-service
• Flexible contracting terms
• Intuitive product design / user interface
• Strong documentation
• Community events

Larger / more traditional customers Enterprise sales team

Smaller / younger customers Commercial sales teams
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Common customer value drivers

Enhance customer 
experience

Enable operational 
scalability and 
cost reduction

Reduce operational, 
security and 

compliance risk

Accelerate digital 
transformation



Our go-to-market strategy

Enterprise sales team
• More complex customers 
• Customer lifecycle management



Annual Recurring Revenue (ARR)

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 4 5 5 5 6 6 6 7 7 9 9 9 9 9 10 11# of products

~2,700 MAUsEnterprise
(5K+ FTEs)Insurance ~7 yrs 

as customer

Enterprise customer example



Penetration of top 10 companies by vertical

10 of top 10 
Telecommunications 

10 of top 10 
Data & Transaction 

Processors

9 of top 10 
Software 

9 of top 10 
Entertainment

8 of top 10 
E-commerce

8 of top 10 
Hardware & 

Semiconductors

7 of top 10 
Banks 

7 of top 10 
Healthcare

Source: Datadog internal analysis, Bloomberg data.



Our go-to-market strategy

Commercial sales team
• Focused solely on new logos

• Inside sales

Enterprise sales team
• More complex customers 
• Customer lifecycle management



Commercial customer example 

Annual Recurring Revenue (ARR)

~150 MAUsSMB
(<1K FTEs)Streaming Media ~6 yrs 

as customer

1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 4 5 5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6# of products



Our go-to-market strategy

Commercial sales team
• Focused solely on new logos

• Inside sales

Self serve
• Month-to-month billing

Enterprise sales team
• More complex customers 
• Customer lifecycle management



Go-to-market growth opportunities
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Go-to-market growth opportunities

New or less-penetrated geographic regions

Vertical opportunities

Partner-assisted / partner-led opportunities

Selling our broadening platform



Angie Holt
SVP, Global Customer Success



Customer Success mission

Deliver Customer Value 



Typically, our customers grow with us over time

Illustrative example.

Usage expansion
• Customers monitor more workloads, 

applications, and user experiences
• More users use the platform to get 

insights meaningful to their role

New product adoption
• Customers adopt additional products 

from our unified platform
Initial land
• Free trials
• Easy to adopt
• Short time to value



Our unified platform enables frictionless discovery 
of additional capabilities



Customer Success Managers provide value by 
serving as strategic advisors

• Customer objectives
• Customer challenges
• Future goals

Discovery

• Best practices
• New products 

Provide guidance

• Engineering productivity
• Faster MTTD/MTTR
• Avoidance of revenue loss
• Culture of observability

Help customer 
recognize value



We serve Commercial and Enterprise customers 
differently, given their different needs

• Typically centralized team, with fewer 
stakeholders 

• Less complex procurement processes
• Often cloud-native or heavy 

cloud users

Commercial
CSM serves as single point of contact



We serve Commercial and Enterprise customers 
differently, given their different needs

• Typically numerous stakeholders and 
business units, with different P&Ls

• More lengthy procurement processes
• Often earlier in the cloud, with significant 

on-premise footprint
• Professional services and 

implementation more likely to be desired 
or expected

Enterprise
GTM team services the customer

• Typically centralized team, with fewer 
stakeholders 

• Less complex procurement processes
• Often cloud-native or heavy 

cloud users

Commercial
CSM serves as single point of contact



Enterprise go-to-market team

Account 
Executive

Sales 
Engineer

Customer 
Success 

Managers

Premier 
Support

Technical 
Enablement 
Managers

Technical 
Account 

Managers

Expert 
Services

Customer



Customer expansion

Commercial $ average ARR per customer, EoY

Enterprise $ average ARR per customer, EoY

Average # of products per commercial customer

Average # of products per enterprise customer



Commercial customer example
~900 MAUsMid-market

(1-5K FTEs)Online betting ~9 yrs 
as customer

Annual Recurring Revenue (ARR)

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 6 7 7 7 7 7 7 8# of products



Enterprise customer example
~1,200 MAUsEnterprise

(5K+ FTEs)Healthcare ~7 yrs 
as customer

# of products 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 7 9 11 13 13 14 15 15 17

Annual Recurring Revenue (ARR)

TEM / TAM



Amit Agarwal
President



Datadog’s customer focus

Datadog serves 
customers of all 
sizes and types



Datadog’s customer focus

Datadog meets 
customers’  

sophisticated needs

Datadog serves 
customers of all 
sizes and types



Datadog’s customer focus

Datadog meets 
customers’  

sophisticated needs

Datadog serves 
customers of all 
sizes and types

Datadog delivers
 value to the 

customer



Delivering value to the customer

Value through multi-product adoption on the platform



Source: Datadog internal analysis.

Value through the platform / multi-product adoption

Customer example: annualized costs

~240 MAUsSMB
(<1K FTEs)Health services ~4 yrs 

as customer



Value through the platform / multi-product adoption

Source: Datadog internal analysis.

Customer example: annualized costs

~2,100 MAUsEnterprise
(5K+ FTEs)E-commerce ~6 yrs

 as customer



Delivering value to the customer

Value through multi-product adoption on the platform

Increased DevOps productivity



Increased DevOps productivity - incident response

Source: Datadog internal analysis.

~140 MAUsMid-Market
(1-5K FTEs)Beauty ~2 yrs

 as customer

Before 
Datadog

48With 
Datadog 10 1.7

Total hours per year

92 15 2.9

Major incidents per year FTEs per incident Hours per incident

~4,000

-50% -33% -41% -80%% reduction

~800



Increased DevOps productivity - versus DIY
~2,900 MAUsEnterprise

(5K+ FTEs)
Professional 
services

~6 yrs 
as customer

Source: Datadog internal analysis.

Not included: Savings from faster incident response, avoidance of revenue loss/bad customer experience

Customer example: annualized costs, replacing open-source RUM with Datadog

Engineering costs 
to maintain

Open-source 
engineering costs

Open-source 
infrastructure costs Datadog Platform



Delivering value to the customer

Value through multi-product adoption on the platform

Increased DevOps productivity

Unit economics improve as the customer grows with us



Our products are priced to give our customers control



Unit economics improve as the customer grows

Source: Datadog internal analysis.

~700 MAUs5K+ FTEsEnterprise 
software

~5 yrs 
as customer

Log Management volume Unit price Log Management revenue



Delivering value to the customer

Value through multi-product adoption on the platform

Increased DevOps productivity

Unit economics improve as the customer grows with us

Innovation-driven cost efficiencies



Innovation-driven cost efficiencies

Illustrative example.

Traditional 
Log Management

Terabytes of volume, scaling to petabytes

Datadog Log Management
with Flex Logs

Co
st



Customer example

# of products

Annual Recurring Revenue (ARR)

~2,700 MAUs5K+ FTEsFintech ~7 yrs 
as customer

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 3 4 5 5 6 7 7 7 9 10 11 12 14 15 15 15

$1
0M

’s 
of

 A
RR



David Obstler
CFO



What you’ve heard today…

Platform 
and product 
innovation

Focus on 
customer 
problems

Expanding 
platform in 

observability 
and beyond

Large long-term 
opportunities

GTM strategy 
focusing on land

Meeting 
customers where 

they are

Delivering value 
to customers



…has driven strong financial performance

(1)  Non-GAAP measures. See Appendix for a reconciliation of these non-GAAP measures to the most directly comparable GAAP measures

Revenue Non-GAAP operating profit 
and margin % (1)

Datadog free cash flow 
and margin % (1)

56% CAGR

% Operating margin
-1% 11% 16% 19% 23%

% Free cash flow margin
0% 14% 24% 21% 28%



Land-and-expand business model

Annual cohort growth ($ ARR) Multiple of 
first-year growth

2022: 1.3x

2021: 1.7x

2020: 3.1x

2019: 4.4x

2018: 5.8x

2017: 5.5x

2016: 7.7x
2015: 9.2x
2014: 17x
2013 & prior: 18x



Land-and-expand business model

Existing customer ARR added

New customer ARR added

Prior Year ARR



Drivers of revenue growth

% of ARR added by type

New customer 
contribution

Expansion of 
existing 
products

Cross-sell of 
new products Existing 

customer 
contribution



TTM $ ARR added

ARR added stabilized and returned to growth in 4Q23



Gross revenue retention %

See Appendix for information regarding gross revenue retention. 

Enterprise: 98-99%
Mid-market: high-90%s
SMB: mid-90%s 

TTM gross revenue retention %



Revenue growth and opportunities



Opportunities 
for growth

1 New logo opportunities



Strong customer growth

Total paying customers $100K+ customers $1M+ customers

% of Total ARR from $100K+ customers

76% 78% 83% 85% 86%



New logo opportunities

>530,000
Global account 
opportunities

>27,400
Datadog 

customers

Datadog’s logo 
penetration is 

Source: Datadog internal analysis, HG Insights Data. 



Opportunities 
for growth

1 New logo opportunities

2 Cross-sell of additional products



New personas to address with new products

IT Ops

Support

DevOps Developers Front-end 
developers

Security/ 
DevSecOps

FinOps/ 
Cloud Ops

Product 
designers

Business



Multi-product adoption

% of customers with:

2+ products

4+ products

6+ products

8+ products

Steady increase 
in multi-product 

adoption



Multi-product adoption

# of customers taking multiple products Average revenue per customer taking multiple 
products
Average ARR per customer taking multiple products

# of products adopted # of products adopted



~60% of our customers don’t have all 3 pillars yet

3-pillar customers use all 3 of core Infrastructure Monitoring, core APM, and Log Management. As of Dec-2023.

3-pillar customers Average revenue per customer: 3-pillar vs non-3-pillar

Average revenue 
per customer is

 >10x higher 
for 3-pillar 
customers

3-pillar 
customers

~60% 
of our customers 

don’t use all 
3 pillars



Opportunities 
for growth

1 New logo opportunities

2 Cross-sell of additional products

3 Opportunities for consolidation



Consolidation in $1M+ deals in 2023

~4x
higher annualized bookings 

growth in deals with 
consolidation versus without

~55%
% of deals involve 

consolidation from 
competitors



Strong relative revenue growth

Quarterly revenue, 1Q19-4Q23

Datadog

Company #1
Company #2

Company #3
Company #4



Opportunities 
for growth

1 New logo opportunities

2 Cross-sell of additional products

3 Opportunities for consolidation

4 Investment in underpenetrated areas



Increasing penetration in traditional industries
Example industries where our % of revenue from that industry is increasing, from 2019 to 2023:

Industries are in alphabetical order.

Airlines 
& Logistics  

Energy Financial 
Services

Professional 
Services

Public Sector

Healthcare

`

Industrials Insurance



Increasing penetration in traditional industries
Example industries where our % of revenue from that industry is increasing, from 2019 to 2023:

Industries are in alphabetical order.

Airlines 
& Logistics  

Energy Financial 
Services

Professional 
Services

Healthcare

`

Industrials Insurance Public Sector



Geographic opportunities

More international 
opportunity

$ Revenue and % of total revenue, international geographies



Opportunities 
for growth

1 New logo opportunities

2 Cross-sell of additional products

3 Opportunities for consolidation

4 Investment in underpenetrated areas

5 Growing market with new TAM opportunities



Secular tailwind of digital transformation and cloud migration

Gartner Forecast: Public Cloud Services, Worldwide - 2019-2025, 4Q21 Update; 2020-2026, 4Q22 Update; 2021-2027, 4Q23 Update. 

Gartner Public Cloud Services Market, 2019-2027E

20% CAGR

The Cloud market is a $560B 
market today, growing at a 
20% CAGR through 2027



Large and growing Observability TAM

Gartner Forecast: Enterprise Infrastructure Software, Worldwide - 2019-2025, 4Q21 Update; 2020-2026, 4Q22 Update; 2021-2027, 4Q23 Update. 

Gartner IT Operations Market, 2019-2027E

11% CAGROur observability market is 
~$51B today, growing at a 
11% CAGR through 2027



Cloud Security TAM opportunity

Gartner Forecast: Information Security and Risk Management, Worldwide - 2019-2025, 4Q21 Update; 2020-2026, 4Q22 Update; 2021-2027, 4Q23 Update.  
Included: Within Application Security: Application Security Testing Software; Vulnerability Assessment Software; Web Application Firewalls Software; within Cloud Security: Cloud Access Security Brokers 
Software; Cloud Workload Protection Platforms; within Data security: Encryption Software; Enterprise Data Loss Prevention Software, Tokenization Software; within Infrastructure Protection: Security 
Information and Event Management (SIEM) Software.

Datadog Cloud Security market, 2019-2027E

Our Cloud Security market is 
~$21B today, growing at a 
16% CAGR through 2027

16% CAGR



Margins and investment



Margin performance, 2019-2023

(1)  Non-GAAP measures. See Appendix for a reconciliation of these non-GAAP measures to the most directly comparable GAAP measures

Non-GAAP % (1) 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

Gross Margin 76% 79% 78% 80% 82%

R&D 29% 29% 30% 30% 30%

S&M 39% 31% 25% 25% 24%

G&A 9% 8% 7% 6% 6%

Operating Margin -1% 11% 16% 19% 23%

FCF Margin 0% 14% 24% 21% 28%



Investment in R&D

(1)  Non-GAAP measures. See Appendix for a reconciliation of these non-GAAP measures to the most directly comparable GAAP measures

Non-GAAP Research & Development expenditure (1)



S&M efficiency

(1)  Non-GAAP measures. See Appendix for a reconciliation of these non-GAAP measures to the most directly comparable GAAP measures

TTM Sep-23 Non-GAAP S&M as % of sales, % Y/Y Non-GAAP TTM revenue growth (1)

TTM Sales 
% Y/Y

TTM S&M as 
% of sales (1)



Forward-looking financials

This section contains various forward-looking statements regarding financial goals.  
See Safe Harbor for important information regarding forward-looking statements



Long-term margins vs. goals 
Achieved target

(1)  Non-GAAP measures. See Appendix for a reconciliation of these non-GAAP measures to the most directly comparable GAAP measures

Non-GAAP % (1) 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 Goal at IPO

Gross Margin 76% 79% 78% 80% 82% 77-78%

R&D 29% 29% 30% 30% 30% 22-26%

S&M 39% 31% 25% 25% 24% 23-27%

G&A 9% 8% 7% 6% 6% 6-8%

Operating Margin -1% 11% 16% 19% 23% 20-25%



New long-term margin goal

(1)  Non-GAAP measures. See Appendix for a reconciliation of these non-GAAP measures to the most directly comparable GAAP measures

Non-GAAP % (1) 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 Goal at IPO New Goal 

Operating Margin -1% 11% 16% 19% 23% 20-25% 25%+

Free Cash Flow 
Margin 0% 14% 24% 21% 28%



Capital allocation goals

Ensure our leadership has flexibility and 
capacity to invest

Generate healthy amounts of FCF

Maintain our thoughtful and disciplined 
acquisition strategy



TAX CONSIDERATIONS

Non-GAAP tax rate in 2024 and going forward

21%
2024 cash tax guided $20-25M

 
Represents an estimated long-term projected tax rate, which is subject to change.



Stock-based 
compensation

Target annual dilution related to 
RSUs/PSUs awarded

2019 2020 2021 2022 2023

RSU/PSU shares 
awarded (M’s) 0.6 4.9 5.2 7.6 7.4

% dilution on BoP 
basic shares 1.6% 1.7% 2.4% 2.3%



Olivier Pomel, CEO & Co-founder 
Amit Agarwal, President
David Obstler, CFO
Sean Walters, CRO
Angie Holt, SVP, Global Customer Success
Yuka Broderick, VP, Investor Relations

Q&A session



Thank you for joining us today

Investor Day 2024

A replay of this event will be available at 
investors.datadoghq.com



Appendix



Non-GAAP financial measures and other information
The statistical data, estimates and forecasts referenced in this presentation and the accompanying oral presentation are based on independent industry publications or other 
publicly available information, as well as information based on our internal sources. While we believe the industry and market data included in this this presentation and the 
accompanying oral presentation are reliable and are based on reasonable assumptions, these data involve many assumptions and limitations, and you are cautioned not to 
give undue weight to these estimates. We have not independently verified the accuracy or completeness of the data contained in these industry publications and other publicly 
available information. 
 
We define the number of customers as the number of accounts with a unique account identifier for which we have an active subscription in the period indicated. Our ability to 
attract new customers will depend on a number of factors, including the effectiveness and pricing of our products, offerings of our competitors and the effectiveness of our 
marketing efforts.  Users of our free trials or tier are not included in our customer count. A single organization with multiple divisions, segments or subsidiaries is generally 
counted as a single customer. However, in some cases where they have separate billing terms, we may count separate divisions, segments or subsidiaries as multiple 
customers.  Customers as of  December 31, 2022 exclude customers from a then-recent acquisition, which did not contribute meaningful revenue during the fiscal year.  Other 
terms such as annual recurring revenue or ARR and dollar-based net revenue retention rate shall have the meanings set forth in our Annual Report.   Dollar-based gross 
retention rate is calculated by first calculating the point-in-time gross retention as the previous year ARR minus ARR attrition over the last 12 months, divided by the previous 
year ARR. The ARR attrition for each month is calculated by identifying any customer that has changed their account type to a “free tier,” requested a downgrade through 
customer support or sent a formal termination notice to us during that month, and aggregating the dollars of ARR generated by each such customer in the prior month. We 
then calculate the dollar-based gross retention rate as the weighted average of the trailing 12-month point-in-time gross retention rates.  We believe dollar-based gross 
retention rate demonstrates the stickiness of the product category we operate in, and of our platform in particular.



Non-GAAP financial measures and other information
Datadog discloses the following non-GAAP financial measures in this presentation and the accompanying oral presentation: non-GAAP gross profit, non-GAAP gross margin, 
non-GAAP operating expenses (sales and marketing, research and development, general and administrative), non-GAAP operating income (loss), non-GAAP operating margin, 
non-GAAP net income (loss), non-GAAP net income (loss) per diluted share, non-GAAP net income (loss) per basic share, free cash flow and free cash flow margin. Datadog 
uses each of these non-GAAP financial measures internally to understand and compare operating results across accounting periods, for internal budgeting and forecasting 
purposes, for short- and long-term operating plans, and to evaluate Datadog’s financial performance. Datadog believes they are useful to investors, as a supplement to GAAP 
measures, in evaluating its operational performance, as further discussed below. Datadog’s non-GAAP financial measures may not provide information that is directly 
comparable to that provided by other companies in its industry, as other companies in its industry may calculate non-GAAP financial results differently, particularly related to 
non-recurring and unusual items. In addition, there are limitations in using non-GAAP financial measures because the non-GAAP financial measures are not prepared in 
accordance with GAAP and may be different from non-GAAP financial measures used by other companies and exclude expenses that may have a material impact on 
Datadog’s reported financial results.
 
Non-GAAP financial measures should not be considered in isolation from, or as a substitute for, financial information prepared in accordance with GAAP. A reconciliation of 
the historical non-GAAP financial measures to their most directly comparable GAAP measures has been provided in this Appendix.
 
Datadog defines non-GAAP gross profit, non-GAAP gross margin, non-GAAP operating expenses (sales and marketing, research and development, general and administrative), 
non-GAAP operating income (loss), non-GAAP operating margin and non-GAAP net income (loss) as the respective GAAP balances, adjusted for, as applicable: (1) 
stock-based compensation expense; (2) the amortization of acquired intangibles; (3) employer payroll taxes on employee stock transactions; (4) amortization of issuance 
costs; and (5) an assumed provision for income taxes based on our long-term projected tax rate.  Our estimated long-term projected tax rate is subject to change for a variety 
of reasons, including the rapidly evolving global tax environment, significant changes in Datadog's geographic earnings mix, or other changes to our strategy or business 
operations.  We will re-evaluate our long-term projected tax rate as appropriate.  Datadog defines free cash flow as net cash provided by operating activities, minus capital 
expenditures and minus capitalized software development costs, if any. Investors are encouraged to review the reconciliation of these historical non-GAAP financial measures 
to their most directly comparable GAAP financial measures.

Datadog has not reconciled its expectations as to non-GAAP margins to their most directly comparable GAAP measure as a result of uncertainty regarding, and the potential 
variability of, reconciling items such as stock-based compensation and employer payroll taxes on equity incentive plans. Accordingly, reconciliation is not available without 
unreasonable effort, although it is important to note that these factors could be material to Datadog’s results computed in accordance with GAAP.



GAAP to Non-GAAP reconciliation

Gross profit margin ($000’s)



GAAP to Non-GAAP reconciliation
Operating expenses and operating profit ($000’s)



Free cash flow bridge
Free cash flow ($000’s)


